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AACN AND SCRUBIN UNIFORMS PARTNER TO PROVIDE
PPE TO SCHOOLS OF NURSING

Dr. Tener Goodwin Veenema
CONSIDERATIONS FOR
REOPENING SCHOOLS OF
NURSING DURING COVID-19
AACN has developed new
recommendations for member schools
to consider as they move ahead with
plans to reopen their nursing programs
in various locations across the country.
Internationally noted expert Dr.
Tener Goodwin Veenema from Johns
Hopkins University developed this new
document for AACN to help guide
decision-making at schools of nursing.
VIEW THE RECOMMENDATIONS

Via a new partnership, AACN and Scrubin Uniforms will make it easier for schools
of nursing to acquire the Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) needed for nursing
students engaged in clinical coursework. Through this new initiative, Scrubin Uniforms
has negotiated access to PPE specifically for AACN member schools, which can be
customized to fit the specific needs of each program and practice site.
“Securing the necessary PPE to keep students safe while learning in the practice
setting is a growing concern for schools of nursing,” said AACN President and CEO
Deborah Trautman. “By expanding our partnership with Scrubin Uniforms, AACN is
helping to alleviate this concern by providing a turnkey solution for schools that will not
deplete the supply of PPE needed for clinicians caring for patients with COVID-19.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has changed how nursing schools approach sending students
into the practice setting to treat patients as part of their professional formation. Students
working in acute care and community settings must take great care to protect themselves
from contracting the virus, which includes donning Personal Protective Equipment or
PPE, which typically includes face shields, masks, and gowns. More clinical sites are now
requiring students to supply their own PPE in an effort to maintain the supplies needed by
healthcare professionals on the frontlines of the fight against COVID-19.
Through this new partnership, AACN member schools will gain exclusive access to
PPE supplied by Scrubin Uniforms, one of the nation’s leading suppliers of healthcare
apparel. Scrubin Uniforms will create customized web portals for participating schools,
which will allow students and staff to easily order the PPE and apparel needed to
practice at various clinical training sites. AACN member schools will work directly with
Scrubin Uniforms to develop an online ordering system, which will be accessible directly
from each school’s website and will feature the exact items needed for on-site training
at hospitals and other settings. Participating schools will receive, at minimum, a 15%
discount off the lowest advertised price.
Schools interested in finding out more about this opportunity and scheduling a
demonstration call are encouraged to visit www.aacn.scrubin.com/home. For more
information, contact Matt PaneGasser at mattp@scrubin.com or Robert Rosseter at
rrosseter@aacnnursing.org.
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News & Information
CALL FOR
APPLICATIONS: AACN
FACULTY SCHOLARS
GRANT PROGRAM
ACADEMIC NURSING LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE TO BE A
MONTH-LONG VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE
For the first time in the association’s 50-year history, AACN is taking the Academic
Nursing Leadership Conference (ANLC) virtual. With a variety of opportunities planned
to reconnect leaders in the academic nursing community, we are thrilled to share that the
2020 ANLC will be more than just a virtual conference--it will be an experience.
Beginning October 1, Deans and Associate/Assistant Deans of AACN member schools
of nursing are invited to join peers for a unique virtual experience during the entire month
of October. Hear from leading experts, latest trendsetters, academic and legislative speakers,
and join discussions on driving innovation and excellence in academic nursing. This virtual
experience provides participants access to forward-thinking exchanges, including interactive
plenary and concurrent sessions, panel discussions as well as engaging networking and
brainstorming opportunities with peers.
The pre-conference event is complimentary with conference registration. Plan to
attend and explore the power of academic-practice partnerships with the Organizational
Leadership Network!
The ANLC is the premier event for academic nursing leaders, who will reconnect and
re-energize with fellow colleagues to impact nursing education and the future of nursing.
The virtual experience begins October 1, with live online sessions October 18-20, and
post-conference content through October 30.
This conference is open to the Dean/Director and Assistant/Associate Deans/Directors
of AACN member schools of nursing. Register here.

Even in unprecedented times, your Members of Congress still need
to hear from you. Virtually connect with your legislators to discuss
important topics currently impacting your community and our nation.
Visit AACN’s Website for all the information you need!
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The Foundation for Academic
Nursing, the philanthropic arm of
AACN, has created a new program
designed to spark innovation and
excellence in academic nursing. The
AACN Faculty Scholars Grant
Program will provide funding support
to nurse educators whose scholarly
activities reflect current issues in
nursing education or practice and
support AACN’s strategic priorities.
The AACN Board of Directors
approved the Faculty Scholars Grant
Program to spotlight the innovative
work being led by nurse educators
to redesign teaching and learning at
AACN member schools. Funding
for this program was provided by
more than 150 nursing schools and
organizations that contributed to
AACN’s 50th Anniversary Celebration
program.
Through this initiative, a total of
$100,000 in funding will be distributed
to support four $25,000 faculty
scholarship projects through 2022. Two
awards will be offered in the 20202021 academic year, and two will be
offered in 2021-2022 academic year.
Given the current state of affairs
and priorities outlined in AACN’s
Vision for Academic Nursing,
applications are currently being
accepted for the first two grants,
which must focus on Innovations in
Competency-Based Nursing Education
or Nursing Education Innovations
Related to Disaster Response
(COVID-19). All applications must
be received by August 14, 2020. For
complete details, including application
and selection criteria, see the 2020 Call
for Applications.
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Shazia Mitha
SHAZIA MITHA, MSN, AG-ACNP-BC, RN
Shazia Mitha is Chair of the Leadership Council of AACN’s
Graduate Nursing Student Academy (GNSA). She is a PhD
student at Columbia University and a Robert Wood Johnson
Future of Nursing Scholar. Ms. Mitha has served in many leadership positions,
including GNSA Liaison as well as serving her school and regional community as
the Chair of the Interschool Governing Board at Columbia University, overseeing
over 80 student groups. In addition, she has served as the Leadership Chair for
the Sigma Theta Tau Honor Society of Nursing (Alpha Zeta Chapter), and she
contributed a co-founder of the inaugural Student Council at Columbia Nursing.
At the regional level, she serves as the nursing member on the Health Information
Technology Advisory Committee at Academy Health and as a reviewer for the
Journal of American College of Cardiology. Ms. Mitha is a cardio-oncology nurse and has
worked at NYU, Columbia, Maimonides, and Northwell Hospitals. With her diverse
clinical and leadership experience, she hopes to contribute to the GNSA Leadership
Council in engaging graduate students at the national level by promoting the mission
and vision of AACN GNSA and enhancing student experience at all levels.

Why did you decide to pursue a doctorate
(PhD)?
My decision to advance my education
as a doctorally prepared nurse is grounded
in my lifelong passion for research. Prior
to nursing, I worked heavily in stem-cell
research at the Department of Aging
and Brain Repair at the University of
South Florida, and in the departments of
Radiation Oncology and Neurosurgery at
Moffit Cancer Center, which really sparked
my interest in clinical trials research.
I pursued a baccalaureate degree in
Biomedical Science, with a minor in Public
Health and continued to advance my skills
through medical science coursework in
clinical research. The desire to conduct
research continued as many people close
to me faced untreatable neurodegenerative
diseases, heart diseases, and cancer.
I came to Columbia University School
of Nursing as a second-degree nursing
student in 2015, where I continued my
passion for research in the Department
of Electrophysiology. I met Dr. Kathleen
Hickey, a doctorally prepared nurse
practitioner, researcher, and faculty
member. At our first meeting, we talked for

almost 5 hours about research and nursing.
Moving forward, Dr. Hickey’s inspiring
mentorship shaped my nursing trajectory
and future. I continued to work in many
research projects with mentorship and
guidance from Dr. Hickey, and advanced
into the nurse practitioner program as
an adult gerontology acute care nurse
practitioner. I also worked as a clinical
trials research nurse in Phase 1 cancer
research at the NYU Langone Perlmutter
Cancer Center where I really envisioned
myself as a nurse researcher. I realized I
needed a doctoral degree to be able to
conduct research independently and felt
that the PhD education was the most
robust and applicable to the scientific areas
in which I was interested. Today, I am a
third-year PhD student, and I cannot be
more thankful to have chosen this path.
How has your work as a Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation Scholar contributed
to your leadership development?
The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Future of Nursing Scholars (RWJFNS)
program has been an instrumental support
system through my journey as a PhD

student. I was honored and humbled
to be selected as one of two students
from my cohort to receive this award.
As a result, countless barriers have been
overcome through their generous support
and contribution. The RWJFNS program
provides mentorship and leadership
development activities and connects
influential mentors to the scholars. In
addition, the program offers a life-long
leadership network from which scholars can
collaborate with other scholars and interact
with mentors and leaders from around the
country. The program prepares doctoral
students with skills needed with monthly
workshops, activities, and annual projects
that allow creative thinking and leadership
development through the program and
beyond. This program has really impacted
how I think about my future as a researcher,
leader, and can truly resonate with the
title “Future of Nursing Scholar.” The next
generation of nurse scientists is a national
concern for the academic, research, and
practice community and as a PhD-prepared
nurse practitioner, I plan to use these skills
in leadership capacities.
Why is leadership development
important for nursing students?
Nurses account for the largest
healthcare workforce in the country, yet we
remain the smallest group of healthcare
professionals without leadership positions
involved in our practice and care. We are
so focused on bedside patient care that
we forget that our expertise is needed
at the public, private, and government
sectors where decisions about the future
on nursing education, research, and policy
are made. As nursing students, we must
develop leadership skills early so that
when a position arises, or a call to action
is warranted, we are ready to take on those
leadership roles to drive the change we
wish to see for nurses today, and the future
of nursing in the years ahead. Nurses are
born leaders and every nurse should strive
to participate and engage in community,
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Q&A continued from page 3

local, state, regional, and national decisionmaking platforms to improve patient
outcomes at all levels.
Why did you decide to get involved in
the Graduate Nursing Student Academy
(GNSA)?
I first joined the GNSA as a liaison. As
student government leader, senator, and
peer leader at Columbia University School
of Nursing, I worked with students at all
levels including bachelors, masters, and
doctoral work, and I could relate to their
experiences as I a student myself. I felt
that I needed to hear and work with the
GNSA members and leaders to come up
with solutions not just for my school, but
for nursing students all around the country.
With my desire to improve the experiences
of students in nursing, I decided I could
learn and share best practices and work
with all nursing students to implement
beneficial programs, workshops,
conferences, and resources. As a result, I
continued from my liaison role into the
Leadership Council as chair of the GNSA
for this academic year. I am thankful to my
leadership team for an amazing year and for
allowing me the honor and opportunity to
make a lasting difference.
Why should a graduate nursing student
join the GNSA?
GNSA is the voice of graduate student
nurses around the country. Every graduate
nursing student should join GNSA
to gain a network of colleagues and
unlimited resources. GNSA membership
is free and offers many resources such as
webinars and workshops, with expertise
from world-class practitioners and faculty
in the areas of education, practice, and
research. Resources are tailored to each
type of program to cater to the diversity
of needs for all graduate students. There
are also many scholarship and leadership
opportunities, as well as networking
opportunities with nursing leaders virtually
4

and through conference and meeting
opportunities. My favorite GNSA resource
is the monthly GNSA Bulletin newsletter,
which features the most up-to-date
opportunities, resources, and a platform
to hear from like-minded students. I have
gained a network of colleagues, mentors,
and leaders, which would not have been
possible otherwise. I encourage all students
to join the GNSA and explore the
opportunities available to them.
How has the GNSA contributed to
success in your graduate nursing program?
The GNSA has been an important
chapter in my journey as a nursing student.
Through the GNSA community, I have
had the opportunity to collaborate on
many national projects related to my
proposed dissertation, with students and
faculty members from multiple institutions.
I also had the opportunity to network
with AACN-member deans to establish
avenues of opportunity in the years ahead.
Finally, as part of the Leadership Council,
I have had the immense privilege and
honor to contribute to many discussions
and strategies for the future of nursing and
student success for the years ahead. Many
of these collaborations and encounters
would not have been possible had I not
joined the GNSA.
What has been your personal experience
living in the New York City area during
the COVID-19 pandemic?
When the spread of COVID-19 was
accelerating in early March, I made the
difficult decision to stay in New York as
an adult gerontology acute care nurse
practitioner and continue my PhD
education. I stayed because I felt like this
was my calling to contribute back to the
world. If I’m able to offer a skill that I
can give to humanity, what would I do? If
this was my last day, what would I give to
God? That’s what really drives me. It has
given me a sense of purpose that I’m not
just doing a job, I’m there all day, trying to

save lives, by doing everything that I can,
in the best way that I can.
There were many ups and downs but
what remained is the unity and support I
had with my team members, which gave
me the strength to continue serving in
the best way possible. I am supportive of
the expansion of scope of practice in New
York state for nurse practitioners through
the Nurse Modernization Act, and I’m
thankful to Governor Cuomo for honoring
nurse practitioners and extending our
practicing rights during this pandemic.
I hope nurse practitioners will continue
to advocate for full scope of practice in
all states and policy changes will lead to
better outcomes for our patients. These
past few months have been challenging
yet rewarding, and I am grateful for the
endless support from my professional
and local community, friends, colleagues,
mentors, and my family who have done
everything to support healthcare and
essential workers on the frontline through
the roughest months of this pandemic.
How do you plan to use your doctoral
degree after graduation?
After graduation, I plan to use my
doctoral degree by strengthening research
approaches, clinical care, communication
and improving health outcomes while also
building and shaping the next generation
of nurse scientists. Nursing science has
transformed in many ways since its
inception and more than ever before, nurse
scientists are now expected to collaborate
across disciplines including in informatics,
data science, and in the area of -omics
(e.g., genomics, metabolomics). To be
an effective nurse scientist leader, one
must take advantage of diverse training
opportunities, be active in clinical research,
receive expert mentorship in different
areas, and ensure contributions to science
through scholarship, research, education,
and leadership. I believe I have the
potential to be an exemplary nurse leader
for the future of nursing and this doctoral
degree is one step closer to that vision.
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What advice would you give to a nursing
student considering pursuit of an
advanced degree?
Advance education will never fail
you, no matter what discipline you
choose. Advance degrees make you
versatile, marketable, and opens doors for
opportunity beyond your imagination. I
started college in 2008 and, after multiple
bachelor’s and master’s degrees, I still
believe I can learn more every day. The
infinite nature of knowledge surpasses
the volume one can attain in this lifetime.
Therefore, we must continue to educate
and be life-long learners. As Florence
Nightingale said, “Let us never consider
ourselves finished nurses...we must be
learning all our lives.”
How can AACN deans and faculty best
support the mission of the GNSA?
The mission of GNSA is centered
around collaboration, innovation, and
excellence in academic nursing and health
care for graduate students. As deans and
faculty, the best support for students is
through strong institutional support and
mentorship. This can come in the form
of programs, workshops, one-on-one
mentoring, and exposing nursing students
to the breadth of possibilities of many
varieties of a career in nursing. There is
so much knowledge to be shared from
one generation to the next and it should
be the leaders’ responsibility to give back
and share this knowledge. Students need
inspiration, guidance, and resources--- all
of which can be provided through strong
mentorship and leadership. I attribute my
success to the strong mentors, past and
present, and the institutional resources
that strengthened my vision and refined
my career as a nurse scientist. I hope
all students receive the same support I
received through my journey. I want to
thank all faculty and deans who have
made a lasting impact in my journey
and continue to support me through my
doctoral education and beyond.

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS: DIVERSITY - ESSENTIAL FOR
INCLUSIVE EXCELLENCE
Individuals with an interest and focus on advancing diversity and creating
more inclusive learning environments should attend AACN’s virtual Diversity
Symposium, which will be held December 2-3, 2020. Inclusive excellence
embodies both quality and diversity. Emphasis is being placed on the need for
assessing and carrying out a comprehensive process for preparing a more diverse
nursing workforce.
The objective of the symposium is to explore a deeper understanding of
inclusive excellence and promote more inclusive learning environments.
Topics may include, but are not limited to: (1) advancing diversity in
the nursing school culture, (2) culturally relevant pedagogy, (3) academic
advancement of underrepresented students, (4) addressing issues surrounding
identity, (5) accommodating students with varying levels of ability, and (6)
implications of innovation and technology for diverse populations.
To be considered for a poster or podium presentation, submit your proposal by
August 20, 2020 at 12 pm ET. The proposal should consist of a 250-word abstract
(summary) and title, along with author names and contact information. Submit
abstract here.

To support the information needs of nursing school deans, faculty,
students, and other stakeholders, AACN has developed this resource
center to highlight key information sources about COVID-19 found
on the web. This page is updated regularly to include details about
new informational events and webinars, the latest news from the
CDC, educational events and webinars, and work underway at
our nation’s nursing schools to raise awareness on prevention and
preparedness efforts.
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Opportunities
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY

Vanderbilt University School of Nursing
(VUSN) invites applications for full-time
faculty positions in the Master of Science in
Nursing program.
Positions are 12-month, non-tenure
appointments at rank commensurate with
experience. Scholarship related to advanced
practice is expected, and clinical practice
opportunities are available.
Current Faculty Openings in the following
specialties:

between sessions, which provides maximum
flexibility for students. Specific teaching
responsibilities include student clinical
evaluations, academic advising, and teaching
in didactic, seminar, and laboratory settings.
Qualifications:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Adult Gerontology Acute Care Nurse
Practitioner Specialty
Nursing Informatics Specialty
Pre-Licensure Program

VUSN is a leader in education, research/
scholarship, and currently ranked top 10 in
the country by US News and World Report
for schools of nursing. There is exceptional
informatics support for faculty and students.
A Clinical Scholarship Program supports
the non-tenured faculty in their scholarly
practice investigation activities. The MSN
is the largest program at VUSN with
approximately 700 enrolled students. Our
programs draw students from across the
country and offers multiple entry routes.
The specialty curriculum is implemented in
a blended format with concentrated face-toface sessions and on-line learning activities

•

•

A doctorate in nursing or related field
National board certification
An unencumbered license as a
registered nurse and advanced practice
nurse in Tennessee or eligibility to
obtain licensure in Tennessee
A commitment to working with diverse
populations
Three years high-quality formal
teaching experience in an advanced
practice program preferred
Five years of advanced practice clinical
experience in the area of teaching
preferred
Must be willing to relocate

Interested candidates should submit
a curriculum vitae and cover letter using
the application link at: http://www.nursing.
vanderbilt.edu/facultystaff/employopp.
html Screening of applicants begins
immediately and applications are accepted
until the position is filled. All inquiries,
submitted materials, and correspondence
are confidential.

VIEW AACN’S GALLERY OF LEADERSHIP
To recognize academic nursing’s
contribution to addressing
COVID-19, AACN is showcasing
brief videos that spotlight insights
and inspirations from member deans
whose faculty and students are leading
efforts to confront the pandemic in
their communities.
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ABOUT SYLLABUS
Syllabus is published bimonthly by the
American Association of Colleges of
Nursing (AACN). Address Changes: Send
to Syllabus, AACN, 655 K Street, NW,
Suite 750, Washington, DC 20001.
Managing Editor: William O’Connor
Contributing Editor: Robert Rosseter,
Chief Communications Officer
Space in Opportunities is available for
advertising position openings, availabilities,
and consultant and other services.
All advertising is subject to the publisher’s
approval.
Publications of the American Association
of Colleges of Nursing serve to advance
the quality of baccalaureate and graduate
nursing education, promote nursing
research, and develop academic leaders.
AACN therefore reserves the right to
unilaterally reject, omit, or cancel any
advertisement that is not in the best
interest of the objectives and policies
of the Association, or that is not in
keeping with the generally scholarly and
professional nature of AACN publications.
The publication of any advertisement by
AACN is neither an endorsement of the
advertiser nor the product or services
advertised.
AACN promotes equal employment
opportunity as required by law, and
accepts only advertisements that are not
discriminatory on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, age, handicap,
sexual orientation, vetran status, or for any
other reason not related to individal merit.
Rates: The classified ad rate is $14 per
line for AACN members; $18 per line for
nonmembers (approximately 40 characters
and spaces per line).
Deadlines: Opportunities is published
bimonthly beginning with the January
issue. Deadline for including, changing, or
cancelling ads is the 15th of the month
preceding publication date. Advertisers are
invoiced with proof of publication.
Send Copy To: All copy must be submitted
electronically, preferably in Word format
(or PDFs for display ads) to Cat Proulx
(cproulx@aacnnursing.org).
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